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The Eclectic Gourmet Guide to San Diego helps you avoid dining disappointments and overpriced restaurants and
points you directly to the best-quality dining for the price. San Diego's many suburbs and south-of-the-border influence
offer a wide variety of dining experiences for even the most seasoned connoisseurs.

Some say it has a hipster vibe, but I prefer to think of it as just a fantastic spot with an eclectic array of
experiences to be had. I got a chance to spend a weekend in the area and explore much of what it has to offer.
If you are driving down from any of the large Southern California cities then you will first want to know
where you can stay and where you can park. There is street parking available as well but I enjoyed just parking
in the structure and walking to all of the locations on this list as they are relatively close. Day 1 â€” Saturday
Since most people will opt to have a leisurely breakfast before heading down to North Park, this guide starts
with lunch. They range from a bacon bit and scallop taco to a shrimp taco. Everything is really good and it is
one of those places I always stop at. They have a location in the upper part of North Park where you can try all
of their beers. Belching Beaver is really fun if you are a foodie like I am, mostly because they make a beer
float with their fantastic peanut butter stout, cookie dough ice cream and peanut butter cookies, what more
could you ask for? This Chinese restaurant has been a staple of the area for over 80 years and serves up truly
fantastic Chinese food. Everything from the atmosphere to the food is top-notch, plus the neon lit exterior is
Instagram worthy. This is one of my favorite spots in North Park with great food and ambiance it is fantastic
for dinner as well with their pizzas. You can grab a seat at the bar or order a drink and sit in one of the two
attached rooms. They have a lot of fun speciality cocktails and a dessert menu that includes a sweet pizza and
a peach sorbet served in a hollowed out peach. They serve up lots of craft beer, along with eats like deep-fried
Oreos and maple popcorn. Plus, they have a dozen old arcade machines that you can use your quarters on and
it is right across the street from Caffe Calabria. Order â€” Any drink and bring dollars for the quarter machine.
I like Pilgrimage of the Heart Yoga though as they have a beautiful spot right on the downtown drive and
classes for all skill levels. They are a 2 minute walk from both the coffee shop and brunch place I recommend
below as well and are located at the bottom of the parking structure. I took a gentle class there and the
instructor was great, she made the class approachable for novice yogis like myself but still a good class for my
wife who is a certified teacher. They had all age ranges and abilities in it, so it is a great way to start the
morning. They have multiple different types of cold brew concoctions, such as one with ginger snaps and one
with homemade banana milk. Combine that with the clean interior and the collection of baked goods and you
have the recipe for a fantastic spot. The food is fantastic, with a menu of everything from oysters to Benedicts,
and the bluegrass music adds a super fun vibe to the spot. Be sure to get there early and be prepared to wait a
little, but believe me it is worth it. Here are a few of my favorite stores: Pigment Pigment has a unique
collection of gifts, plants and home goods. For a drink head over to Mike Hess Brewing. It is a fun spot for the
whole family and they have over 30 flavors to choose from. I am a huge fan of ramen and the atmosphere of
this restaurant with the large communal stone tables makes this an easy recommendation for a fun meal. This
spot is really fun with a retro feel, it even has floppy disk art walls and antique lamps hanging from the
ceiling. Now its your turn though, what did I leave off from this guide? Let me know your favorite spots in the
comments below.
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And who better to get recommendations from than the locals? Because this is how to eat your way through our
beloved San Diego. The restaurant can get a bit crowded so I suggest making a reservation or arriving early in
the morning between 8AM-9AM. Lunch If you are looking to grub on a beautifully handcrafted sub made
with fresh bread, an assortment of toppings, and sauces galore, then Rubicon Deli is the place for you!
Seriously, their sandwiches are no joke. They are bold not only in size but also in flavor. My personal favorite
is The Spicy Tuna. The portions are large so I recommend ordering the half or splitting the large. The line out
the door every morning is a sign that this place is truly a neighborhood favorite. They roast their own beans,
and every latte has a beautiful design that is definitely Instagram worthy. The Italian pastries and finger foods
pair perfectly with a their silky espressos. To satisfy your entertainment, there are pool tables, foosball tables
and dozens of big screen TVs featuring live sporting events. This is the perfect spot for a special occasion or
date night, so make a reservation! Follow brandiego on Twitter , Instagram and kitchenkonfidence on
Facebook New Jersey native Brandon Matzek comes from a family that loves to cook and eat. Here are a few
of his favorite SD haunts. Daily flavors are announced on Instagram and are always selfie-ready. The air
conditioning is nill, table seating might be shared, but once you take your first bite, all ideas of snooty falooty
eating goes out the window. Choose thin or fat noodles and be sure to try the German Potatoes. This is one of
the sweetest spots to enjoy happy hour on the back deck thanks to the bar, but keep your eagle eye out as
on-street parking can be a challenge. At Lucha Libre the answer is yes. Go the celeb route, this spot was
featured on Man vs. Go early or do carry out â€” the lines can be long and slow moving. She enthusiastically
shares her dining experiences around San Diego, and her travel tales, around the globe. Located in the San
Diego neighborhood of Hillcrest, Tractor Room serves up massive portions of delicious food. Lunch My
absolute favorite lunch spot is Napizza. This casual pizza-by-the-slice joint has a lot of competition, as its
located in Little Italy, but its innovative pizza flavors make it rise above the rest. Make sure to mix and match
a few slices and, if you have time, grab a bottle of wine and stay a while. Dinner One of the most talked about
dinner spots and sushi locations is Sushi Ota , and it definitely lives up to the hype. Be sure to plan ahead for
your visit, reservations can sometimes be difficult to get! All employees are Italian and incredibly friendly ,
and the coffee itself is amazing. Pappalecco also has amazing gelato! Kirby lives in Brooklyn, by way of
Chicago. Follow her on Instagram and Twitter. As always, thank you for reading and for supporting
companies I partner with, which allows me to create more unique content and recipes for you. All opinions are
always my own. Subscribe and have every FoodieCrush post delivered straight to your e-mail inbox Success!
Now check your email to confirm your subscription. There was an error submitting your subscription.
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For these types of places, driving to Los Angeles or flying up to San Francisco is completely unnecessary. Just
a short drive north of San Diego will bring you all of these shopping experiences and more. Located at the
southern edge of the Inland Empire, just off I, Old Town Temecula boasts some of the most unique -- save the
ubiquitous Starbucks -- establishments in Southern California. Here, one can easily spend a day shopping and
explore some true nooks and crannies of the community. Some stores are well hidden behind other buildings.
However, these stealthy locations give way to the quality and variety of their offerings. Formerly known as the
Temecula Country Store, the newer and tastier Old Town Sweet Shop is sure to appeal to the sugar passion of
both young and old. From Abba-Zabba to Whoppers, there are literally barrelfuls of candy lining the walls.
These are right under smaller bins containing some of the childhood nostalgic brands. There is even a
selection of British treats, such as shortbreads, biscuits cookies and teas. Open Sunday through Thursday, 10
a. The selection of root beers, sarsaparilla and classic sodas is mind boggling. More than once this writer has
broken down and had to ask for a suggestion of what to try next. Open your just-purchased bottle on the bottle
opener right next to the register. A root beer float is just the drink to quench your thirst on a torrid Temecula
summer day. Hidden away and nearly invisible from Old Town Front Street, this store is a must-see for
anyone who enjoys something greater than pedestrian cheddar cheese. With ever-changing selections from
Austria, France, Spain, New Zealand and all corners of the world, there is always a cheese that suits the fancy.
Everyone at the shop is more than happy to entertain sampling of each chunk or round until you find precisely
what you are looking for. If you know what taste or texture your palate desires, describe it and the purveyors
will shave off a healthy sample, based on your description. Enjoy a cheese sample plate and wine on the petite
patio just outside and experience a little piece of gastronomical delight. Come with some spare time, as it can
get very busy on the weekends. Monday through Thursday 10 a. Friday and Saturday from 10 a. Here, you
will find one of only a few places where you can taste over a dozen artisan olive oils grown throughout
California, without pesticides or other nasties to ruin the delicate flavor. The help here is very knowledgeable
in the creation and flavoring of each of the oils and can direct you to what you like. The samples are served in
small cups and you can take as much time as you like, as there is no pressure, unlike in the busy local
wineries. The perennial favorites are the fresh basil and the roasted garlic reserve olive oils. The best seasonal
product is the white truffle oil. Usually available in the beginning in November, this specialty oil sells out very
quickly and you will have to wait another year to get it. Open daily from 9: Grass fed beef, wild caught
salmon and other organic foods from around the planet can be found. Jordan Stone, the owner, has a passion
for clean living and her store is proof of that. Open Monday through Saturday, 10 a. Old Town Spice
Merchants has a bewildering array of spices from around the globe. With literally hundreds of spices,
loose-leaf teas, rubs, sea salts and flavor-infused natural sugars, the quiet store must be visited by anyone
looking for something as exotic as black truffle sea salt, an extremely popular product. The variety of
selections competes with the markets of Marrakech, Morocco, without the international flight. There are four
types of paprika and the Spice Merchants have them all. Open Monday through Friday 10 a. Chili Roaster
Gourmet truly knows spicy products. From salsa to pepper jellies to hot sauces so hot that they will make you
beg for relief, this store is an expedition into the sultry wilds of heat. It is a must for those addicted to the
endorphin rush created by the best and hottest sauces in the world. Monday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday 11 a.
Closed Tuesday and Wednesday. They can spend hours ogling over hobby Lionel and American Flyer trains,
Estes rockets, and yo-yos. The owners are a fountain of knowledge, and their experience with scale trains is
unmatched. The store has difficult-to-find track, models and all the accessories necessary to take your
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miniature world of trains to the next level. Monday and Saturday 9 a. They make a dazzling selection of
hand-blown glass ornaments and decorations right on site. You might happen to stop by when glass is dripping
and you can watch, with rapt attention, at the effort required to make delicate tear drops, beads and flutes of
fine glass. Tuesday through Friday, 11 a. Call before visiting on Sunday and Monday. In here, you will find an
old world approach to home decoration. This is not the big-box store experience but rather a place where every
corner contains a treasure that might be just what you are looking for. During the late fall through winter, the
store is a sight to behold. The seasonal spirit coats the floor, walls and ceiling. There is an ornament and a wall
covering for every taste at Harmony. Open daily from 10 a.
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Julia shares with us her love for the sunny beachside city of San Diego with a wonderful guide to eating,
seeing and shopping in each unique neighborhood. Thanks, Julia, for this fantastic tour through San Diego!
You probably know San Diego as a beautiful, family-friendly beach town or as Spring Break central. While it
most definitely fits the aforementioned stereotypes, its personality reaches beyond boardwalks and keg stands.
Aside from a multitude of professional surfers and skateboarders, San Diego is the hometown of Tom Waits
and Eddie Vedder. Even Shepard Fairey and Dr. Seuss called San Diego home at one point in time. Have I
name-dropped enough artistic types to convince you that we have more culture than two-dollar-you-call-its on
Garnet Avenue and Shamu? Good, then read on! Little Italy is pretty much our hub for high-end modern
design, swanky new lofts, galleries. The neighborhood is basically India Street and its surrounding blocks.
Who could say no to a mini corn dog served by a cute boy wearing suspenders and a newsboy cap? El Camino
is a swanky lounge-y Mexican food experience. Burger Lounge is a local chain that serves up only free-range,
grass-fed burgers, as well as a delicious vegetarian option in the form of a delish quinoa burger. The
Waterfront is the oldest bar in San Diego, which opened just after the repeal of prohibition. The burgers are
actually kind of amazing, which is pretty unexpected from a dive. Klassik is one of my absolute favorite spots
to covet mid-century items. The owners have impeccable taste, and the pricing is definitely reasonable for the
quality of the pieces you can find here. Mixture is just a couple of blocks from Klassik and has an excellent
selection of modern furniture, a variety of accessories and small gift and home items. Boomerang For Modern
recently celebrated 25 years of bringing San Diego the best in mid-century modern furniture and design.
Architectural Salvage is the spot for authentic period pieces and items ripe for up-cycling. Subtext borders on
Little Italy and Downtown and is a gallery and bookstore that showcases fresh, independent artists,
photographers and graphic designers. There is so much to see and so much to eat here. The Casbah is the best
independent music venue in San Diego, hands down. These two side-by-side neighborhoods have been in
gentrification-mode for the past few years, which has paved the way for loads of independent business owners
to refurbish existing dives. You can catch tons of awesome local shows here, too. Urban Solace is a
comfort-food eatery in the heart of North Park. Try it for the Bluegrass Sunday Brunch, where you can
experience the live music and some serious biscuits. Vagabond is an adorable spot with eclectic global cuisine.
Alchemy is a wide-open space with simple, clean decor and wonderful service in the heart of South Park.
Station Tavern is a family-friendly spot with a simple-menu that consists mainly of gourmet burgers and a
variety of deep-fried items from sweet potato fries to tater tots! Pigment is the absolute best spot in North Park
to find amazing, unique home decor. They have a super terrarium selection and even offer kits and workshops
for terrarium building led by master green thumb, tend! Nest Vintage is tops in South Park for its mid-century
and vintage furniture items. South Park Walkabout is an evening in South Park where you can meander around
the neighborhood scene, catch some live tunes and get some dinner and drink specials! Almost Famous was
filmed here for this very reason. Bo Beau is a cute, rustic farmhouse-style French spot owned by a local San
Diego family chain. The 3rd Corner is a super fun place where you can bring your own wine or choose
something from their large selection in the wine shop to have opened inside the restaurant. The baked brie is
unreal. From here you can easily walk a few steps to get to a handful of other antique malls on Newport, but
this spot is my fave. I love it for its large amount of vegan and vegetarian options. Cafe Chloe is an adorable
little French cafe that I love for breakfast, though they have a great lunch and dinner menu, as well.
Neighborhood is a great spot for a burger, sweet potato fries and a craft beer. Noble Experiment is modeled
after an old-time speakeasy. The drinks are all handcrafted by serious mixologists who truly take pride in their
craft. Urban Outfitters is Urban Outfitters. Check out the upcoming shows on their Facebook page. They
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frequently update their featured exhibitions and work to keep contemporary art available in San Diego. Barrio
Logan has been a bit rough around the edges for quite a while and has just begun to attract artists and
independent business folk for the cheap rent and open industrial spaces. Pretty much a one-stop shop, right?
Krakatoa Coffee Shop in Golden Hill is a lovely little spot to have a coffee and a bite to eat on a peaceful little
outdoor patio. Mission Hills is a gorgeous little neighborhood to the east of Hillcrest and just north of Little
Italy with tons of cute restaurants and shops. University Heights is a small nook of a neighborhood with a
handful of great spots, all within walking distance. They make the best in town! Blue Water Seafood is part
fish market, part made-to-order fresh fish restaurant. Comes complete with New York attitude, which
definitely makes it taste better! Kous Kous is tucked away below street level on the main drag of 5th Avenue
in Hillcrest. Ebisu is my favorite sushi place in town. Their garlic edamame is incredible. The waiters speak
adorable broken English and will be more than happy to make a recommendation for you. Try the salad
sampler plate and the veggie stroganoff. The staff is incredibly knowledgeable and helpful, and the prices are
totally reasonable here, too. Atomic Bazaar is just across the street from the above two shops on Park. The
staff here is super nice and helpful, and the prices are totally reasonable. At first glance, it might look like a
costume shop filled with Afro wigs and Elvis sunglasses, but there are definitely some gems mixed in with the
costume madness! Frock You is a fantastic spot for great vintage finds. Balboa Park is definitely a given.
Meander through the gorgeous park, have a picnic or go for a bike ride. While there, visit one of the fantastic
museums. Check out any one of these nearby record shops for a great selection of vinyl:
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Chapter 6 : A hidden gem with an eclectic local flavor - Review of Girard Gourmet, La Jolla, CA - TripAdvis
For this reason, you can take the eclectic gourmet guide to san diego as one of your reading materials today. Even you
still have the other book you can develop your willingness to really get this meaningful book.
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